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Why Teach Einsteinian concepts at Primary School

• Einstein knew why. 

• He said “Common sense is the collection of prejudices acquired by the 
age of eighteen”.

• He understood that common sense is not sense at all. 

• Common sense is just the ideas that we got used to when we were 
young.



Jerome Bruner Constructivist Education

• “Any subject can be taught effectively 

in some intellectually honest form to 

any child at any stage of development”

• Spiral Learning: “Complex ideas can 

be taught at a simplified level first, 

then re-visited at more complex levels 

later on”

• Discovery learning through activities

integrated with what are seen as the desired curricular

developments and how it can serve as a basis for the

implementation of these trends in medical education.

M yths a b o u t the B o lo g na Pro c e s s

A recognised problem associated with the implementation of

the Bologna Process in medicine is the different interpretations

as to what the implementation of the Process means in

practice. Some interpretations have suffered from an exces-

sively narrow, superficial and rigid perspective being taken

where there has not been a full consideration of the range of

options. What has been lacking is out-of-the box thinking and

creative consideration of ways in which the implementation of

the Bologna Process might in fact be an instrument for change

in medical education in response to the current demands and

pressures from advances in medicine, changes in the health

care system, expectations of the public, new educational

thinking and approaches and globalisation.

Some critical and highly promoted misunderstandings

relating to the Bologna Process are highlighted below.

Myth 1

The two-cycle model is a retrograde step returning

medical education to the basic science/clinical

divide.

The aspect of the Bologna Process that unquestionably has

attracted the most adverse comment is the proposal for a two-

or three-cycle model. Concern has been expressed that in the

Bologna Process there has been an unwarranted assumption

that the years spent in medical school break neatly into two

halves – pre-clinical and clinical. Critics have assumed that the

result will be a two-phase undergraduate programme with a

first phase comprising the basic medical sciences and a second

phase covering clinical medicine. Medical schools who have a

vertically integrated curriculum where clinical medicine is

taught alongside the basic sciences from the first year of the

undergraduate programme (Harden et al. 1984; Harden 2000)

have had a particular concern. In schools where an integrated

curriculum has been in place for many years, the prospect of a

move back to a previously less satisfactory system fills them

with dismay. Moreover there is now ample evidence to

support the value of a vertically integrated curriculum with

early clinical experiences incorporated (Dornan et al. 2006).

The concerns that the Bologna Process represents a move

away from an integrated approach to the curriculum, however,

are based on the false premise that such a move is inevitable.

This need not be so. It is possible within the Bologna

framework to have a first cycle curriculum that embraces both

basic sciences and clinical medicine, followed by a second

cycle with the subjects and topics revisited and repeated in

more depth in the second cycle (Figure 1). The learning

outcomes for the two phases reflect the students’ progression

and increasing mastery and capabilities as they pass from the

first to the second phase. Such a spiral curriculum is now well

documented (Harden & Stamper 1999).

Students in the first cycle can be expected to master basic

communication and clinical skills in addition to a knowledge

and understanding of basic medical sciences. Attitudes are

developed early in the medical curriculum and an appreciation

of professionalism as applied to medicine can be gained from

the first year of the medical course. In the second cycle, the

communication and clinical skills can be developed further

together with a more in-depth understanding of the basic

sciences. An agreement to a two-cycle model with learning

outcomes specified for each cycle in line with such a spiral

curriculum if implemented across Europe, would represent a

significant move forward for medical education in Europe.

Such a model is already embedded in many schools in Europe

and is implicit in the UK General Medical Council’s recom-

mendations for ‘Tomorrow’s Doctors’ (General Medical

Council 2009).

Myth 2

Students will not find employment should they

choose to leave their studies after the first phase

and if they do they will be employed as some sort of

second-rate doctor.

An aim of the Bologna Process is to provide the student with a

significant qualification after the first 3 years and one that will

allow anyone who wishes to enter the workplace and seek

skilled employment in a variety of heath-care related fields to

do so. Job opportunities after the Bachelor might include

medical journalism and communication systems, medico-legal

work, the pharmaceutical industry and other health-related

occupations. The graduate, however, would not be qualified to

practice Medicine as a doctor. While experience gained in

Figure 1. A spiral curriculum and the Bologna Process.

Bologna Process: An opportunity
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Progression of Learning

Primary School

Opening minds to 

Einsteinian concepts 

Creating 

expectations

Qualitative and 

experiential learning

Middle School

Consolidating 

Einsteinian concepts

Semi-quantitative 

learning

Graphing and simple 

calculations

High School

Application of 

Einsteinian concepts

Simple quantitative 

calculations



Schools Today Modern Understanding

Rigid Euclidean space

Light is a wave

Bullets are particles

Space flexible and curved

Time is absolute Relative spacetime

Everything combines 

waviness and bulletiness

Energy is massless E = mc2

Quantum uncertaintyNewtonian determinism

Gravity: spacetime 

curvature, speed c

Gravity: instantaneous 

force



Implicit Concepts in Primary Schools Today

• Space: undefined but implicitly Euclidean

• Geometry: Euclidean; exact truth

• Maths: about numbers, times tables

• Time:  undefined but implicitly absolute

• Separate concepts of matter and waves.

Matter: stuff with mass, momentum, inertia

Waves: fluctuations that spread out from one place to another.

• Speeds: implicitly Galilean (speeds add up).



Replace implicit Newtonian concepts with 

explicit Einsteinian concepts

What is space?

What is time?

What is light?

What is gravity?

What is matter?

Even without answers, the key question is How can you 

measure it?



Models, Analogies and Activities

• Harness visual memory, spatial memory, and body 

memory.

• Concretise concepts using activities and models. 

• Avoid abstraction: observation based learning.

• Prevent confusion: criticise the models! 

Model atoms, model photons, model space, model electrons.



Stone Age Running Races

Measuring space Feet, paces, meters

Measuring time Heart beats, seconds

Measuring space with time: what speed?

Activity: Distance-time diagrams for 

journey to school: depends on units

Speed connects 

space with time

Speed limit of the universe

Extreme elongation of spacetime diagram for 

falling balls (time is measured in light travel distance)

Resolving the problem of units

2D spacetime



Measuring the shape of 2D space

What is a straight line? Students doing activities in the classroom 

  Conclusions 

Einstein-First program 

Results obtained from a 10-week program with Year 9 students 

 Introduction  Students’ attitude towards Einsteinian 
physics 

Teaching the Einsteinian gravity paradigm                                                              

Tejinder Kaur1, David Blair1 

 1The University of Western Australia, Crawley, Australia 

Gravity waves have been detected.  It is time we all began to 

think about Einsteinian gravity!  

                            

• General relativity provides a beautiful, natural and simple 

description of gravity.  

• Newtonian gravity is superseded and can’t explain gravity 

waves. 

• We owe it to our kids to teach the best description of reality. 

• Young people easily accept concepts of curved space and 

warped time.  
 

• 78% students found that hands-on activities are very helpful 

for them to understand the concepts. 

 

• 83% students said they are not too young to be taught 

Einsteinian physics. 

 

• 91% students said Einsteinian physics should be included in 

the school science curriculum. 

• Greater improvement was observed among girls in all our  

   programes. 

 

• Students quickly catch on the theory of  Einsteinian gravity. 

 

• Students attitude improve towards learning physics. 

 
 

• Pilot studies were conducted from 2011-2015. 

• We tested Year 6, Year 9, Year 10 and Year 11 students. 

• We ran three professional development programs for 

teachers. 

• All the programs were delivered through models, analogies 

and activities. 

 Matter tells space-time how to curve, space-time tells matter 

how to move. Lycra sheet analogy is our experimental platform 

to explore this concept qualitatively and quantitatively. 

Experimental geometry on curved surfaces allows students to 

understand the meaning of curved space. Quantitative 

experiments show how geometry reveals curvature. 
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A typical set of pre and post-test scores designed to measure students’ conceptual understanding of basic concepts of  

light, space and time before and after a 20-lesson program on Einsteinian physics in 2014. The histogram, ranked in order of 

 pre-test score, shows that almost all students achieved a high level of conceptual understanding, rather independent of their 

 pre-program understanding which was generally low.  
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“I think physics is an intersting subject” 

Figure 4. Gender analysis for student attitudes to physics, based 

on answers to the statement “I think physics is an interesting  

subject”. Girls showed a significantly larger improvement than 

boys. 
 

Mail: 21358632@student.uwa.edu.au 

 Gravity as a time gradient 

“An approach that directly teaches students our richest, most current and most productive ways of understanding the universe 

just makes sense! It is certainly also an innovative approach. It is not an approach that has been attempted anywhere in the 

world to date. The findings have the potential to be revolutionary.”                         

                                                                                                          Anonymous Australian Research Council Project Assessment 
       

When you climb the stairs you are working against a time 

gradient 

Potential energy mgh  equals mass energy x time dilation 

• The change in time with height h above the Earth surface 

is given by ∆t/t= gh/c2 

• The energy of a mass m is given by: E = mc2 

 

Combining these results mgh =  ∆t/t . mc2 

This equation shows a link between gravity and time dilation. 

Gravitational potential energy can be understood as a direct 

manifestation of time dilation. 

 

Atomic clocks today can easily measure the warping of time 

by the earth! 
  

The Ants World Thought Experiment

Activities: Experimental geometry

Shortest path = Line survey = Light paths

Sum of angles vs Perimeter

Graphing skills

Flat space limit



Apollo 13
Teachers exploring Newtonian gravity in an Einsteinian context





Gravity is curvature: activities with lycra sheets

• Parallel lines: toy car photons

• Gravitational deflection of light

• Big orbits are slower (prep for Kepler’s Laws)

• Gravity: stronger up close and for more mass. (Prep for 

Newton’s law of gravity)

• Apollo 13 orbits: the human story

• Spagettification: black hole fantasy 

• Tidal locking: why the moon faces us.



Photons and Phonons
• Einstein 1905: “radiation… behaves… as 

though it consisted of a number of 

independent energy quanta”

• Einstein 1907: “… we now must assume 

that…the mechanism of energy transfer [in 

solids] is such that the energy of 

elementary structures can only assume  the 

values 0, hf, etc.”

• In sunshine:  photons make phonons:  

things get hot: heat is lots of phonons!  



Phonons are bundles of atom- vibration energy
The force 
between atoms is 
like little springs



1924 the astonishing  

simplification!

Louis de Broglie

A new picture of 

reality

Bullets have waviness

Waves have bulletiness

Wire and blu tack models for photons or phonons or atoms or molecules



What is Light?

• Nerf gun photons: photon momentum activities

• Waves on ponds: understanding waviness

• Single photons follow the maths of waviness (videos)

• Pipe cleaner photons explore waviness and bulletiness

• The maths of arrows tells where photons will arrive

• All the same things hold for atoms and other “solid” 

things



Everything has bulletiness
Everything has waviness

Bulletiness follows the maths of numbers
Waviness follows the maths of arrows

The area of the circle swept out by the resultant arrow  is 
proportional to the probability that a photon will arrive.

The circles are proportional to the intensity of light:
half the area, half the number of photons, half the intensity.

When there are two possible paths for photons, like in a 
gravitational wave detector or soap film, you just have to add 
two arrows, one for each path.

Dead spots for mobile phones and auditoriums happen 
because the arrows for the radio waves or sound add up to  
zero. 

• Waves are connected to rotating wheels

• Phasor wheels relate waves to rotation

• One wavelength is a single rotation of a wheel

• Phasors are just arrows (officially called vectors)

• Add arrows by placing them head to tail 

Bright, loud,  five bars, 
big wave

High probability of 
photons arriving

Dark, silent, no signal, 
small wave

Low probability of 
photons arriving

Phasor wheel made from 
wooden disk and drinking straw

Path 1

Resultant Path 2

+ =

1 + 1 = 2

=

1 + 1 = 0

+

Water waves

Laser light reflected off a soap film

Laser 
photons one 
at a time



The Window Mystery

• If light is like a bullet how does it 

know whether to reflect or 

transmit?

• Is each photon labelled?

• No!

Everything is random, only the 

chances are fixed.



Einstein and a universe ruled by 

laws of chance
Einstein 1924:  “I cannot bear the thought that an 

electron exposed to a ray should by its own free 

decision choose the moment and the direction in 

which it wants to jump away. If so, I'd rather be a 

cobbler or even an employee in a gambling house 

than a physicist”.

Feynman 1979: “The rules are so 
strange…  the rules are so screwey that 
you can’t believe them!”. 

“If you don’t like it, go somewhere else…to 
another universe!”



The quantum universe: 
What is everything made of?

• Everything is made of atoms
• Atoms are made of smaller things called electrons and 

protons and neutrons
• Atoms are like teeny balls, that attract each other like our 

toy atoms.
• When things bend the atoms move
• Pressure is from the momentum of atoms bouncing off 

walls of containers
• Photons can bounce off atoms
• Atoms bounce off each other but stick together if they are 

moving slowly
• There are many different types of atom, many join 

together to make little groups called molecules



Observation of 

interference of 

phthalocyanine 

molecules 



Molecules and the maths of arrows

• Random arrival

• Patterns just like those of light

• Maths of arrows





Maths Topics for an Einsteinian World

• Discovery of zero: an essential human story about the 
power of zero. 

• Binary numbers, start with the very simplest way of 
counting so as to shed insight into our base-10  systems

• Powers of ten: cannot discuss bigness and smallness 
without powers of 10. More important than knowing 12-times 
tables

• Maths of arrows: there is more to maths than numbers. 
Maths of arrows is easy! Children get it with ease.

• Understanding chance: Games of chance can give 
students intuitive understanding of statistics and the 
gamblers fallacy.

• Geometry of curved space: approach geometry as an 
experimental subject



Next session: primary workshop with teachers

Thanks for listening


